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ÀBSTRÀCT

Sequencing and scheduting refers to the mere ordering of a collection

of jobs or tasks to be performed and the assignment of points or

times for each job or task that stipurate when it is to be performed,

respectively. In a totally deterministic environment, sequencing and

scheduling are often refered interchangeably (salvador t19771 ).

Job scheduling and sequencing can be examined from either shop that

wiJ-l process the job or the customer placing the order for the job

perspective. If the shop viewpoint is taken, the objective of the

schedule determination is like1y to be related to the mininization of

one or more cost factors. When approached from the customer viewpoint,

the objective will be related to the due date ( panwalker et aL.[19g2]

).

Since the early work of Johnson[1954] to determine an optimal solu-

tion to minimize nake-span for the two-machine frow-shop problems, the

scheduling and seguencing literature has increased exponentially (u.g.

Bakshi and Àrora[1969], EiJ.on and KingIj967], Gupta[1971], panwalker

and I skiander 11977J etc. ).

Recently, KanetItggl] has addressed the problen of scheduling n-

jobs on a single machine so as to minimize the absolute lateness where

all jobs have a common due date, d, (d > uS), where MS being the mak-

espan of all jobs. The objective of this problem is a non-regular per-



formance measure which contrasts with the more general class of regu-

lar performance measure. ÀppJ.ications of non- regular performance

measurr include file organization problems. Àlthough non-regular per-

formancr: measure are extremely important in a job-shop scheduling,

very little analytícaI work has been done in this area ( Kanet[1981],

Sundararaghavan and Àhmed[1984] etc.). In this thesis, we will present

theoretical developnents based on goal programming theory on schedul-

ing and sequencing of n jobs in a single-machine situation. when arl
jobs have conmon due date. The objective in this problem is to mini-

mize the total absorute deviations from the due date. Kanetilggll

provided a heuristic to determine an optimal seguence of n-jobs. }le

propose an algorithm which provides an optima]. seguence when (i) a

common due date is given and (ii) an optimar due date is needed to ob-

tain as welI.

Kanet[[1981] and others assuned the penalty for earliness and tar-
diness of jobs as equal. However, it is more realistic to assume that

tardiness is more expensive for a manufacturer due to the fact that he

may not only incur penalty due to late delivery but also may have loss

of goodwill to future orders. panwalker et al.[19g1] considered prob-

len of finding of an optimal seguence and due date by minimizing the

total penalty based on the due date vaLue and the earliness and tardi-
ness of each job. in this thesis, rve propose the application of sr al-
gorithm for the above problen. Our algorithrn reveals that an optimal

sequence and optimal due date can be found for which total penalty is

substantially less than that obtain by the argorithm provided by pan-

walker et al. [1 1 981 ] .
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¡Cheng[1985] and Panwalker et al. 119821 proved that an optimal. due

date for a given sequence of jobs will aLways Lie on bhe one of the

completion times of n jobs. cheng[1985] provided the proof using dual-

ity approach where as Panwalker et al. [1981] proved t.heir lemma by

logical ana].ogy. it will be shown that using goal programming the

above results can be proved in more elegant and simplified way.

It has been argued that more realistic problem in sequencing of

jobs is when a due date is provided I Sundararaghavan and Àhmedtl9B4]

They developed a heuristic to determine a sequence when due date is

given. However their heuristic does not provide optinal seguence in

certain number of cases. It wilL be shown that sr algorithm can pro-

vide an optimal sequence.

Kanet[1981] provided a heuristic (stqv) to determine an optimal se-

quence by minimizing sum of comp].etion times variances. I{e suggest an-

other criterion i.e. minimization of variance around a common due date

when due date is greater than or equal to make-span. KanetIlggl] arso

provided an algorithm to develop an optimal schedule when the due

date, d > MS, is given. He used Gantt chart approach in deveroping an

optimal schedule. When the number of jobs to be scheduled increases,

the gantt chart approach tends to become cumbersome. I{e propose an

goal programming approach to determine an optimal schedule.

-v-
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

sequencing and scheduling of jobs with limited resources is an irnpor-

tant field of operations management. sequencing problems are very

common and are encountered whenever a choice in the order of perform-

ing operations (or jobs) exists. some examples of such problems are (

Conway et al. [1967] ): jobs in a manufacturing plant, nurses in a

hospital, aircrafts waiting for randing clearance, bank customers at a

teller's window and computer programs waiting to be processed by a

computing center.

The term 'seguencing' refers to the ordering of a corlection of
jobs to be performed. The tern 'scheduJ.ing' refers to the assignment

of times for each job that specify when it is to be performed. conway

et aI. t19671 draws a distinction between the two terms by stating
that seguencing is concerned with the ordering of operations on a sin_
gle machine whereas scheduling is a simultaneous and synchronized se-
guence on several machines. However, the two terms are used synony_

mously in much of the Literature reviewed in this study. Most of the

research in scheduJ'ing theory has been directed towards deterministic
scheduling which is simply a seguencing problem. under deterninistic
conditions, the schedules are determined by the seguence of processing

times of the jobs. Under probabilistic conditions a schedule cannot be

determined but a scheduling methodology based on dispatching rules or
priorities may be proposed.

-1-
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A deterministic scheduling problem is one in which (a) all job

characteristics such as number of jobs, their availability times and

processing tines, and (b) alL shop characteristics, such as number of

nachines and their capacity availability, are fixed and known in ad-

vance. À probabilistic scheduling problem is one in which any of the

job or shop characteristics vary stochaslically i.e. according to some

probability distribution f unction.

Scheduling problems have been classified into (i) single-machine

cases and (ii) multiple-machine cases and the latter are further cat-

egorized into three classes as follows (Salvador[1977]) :-
(a) sinqle-staqe pararrel machines crass¡ In this class aJ.J- jobs re-

quire onry one operation, which can be performed by any nachine in the

shop.

(b) Multi-sÈaqe flor shop class: In this class some jobs involve more

than one operation but number and seguence of operations for each job

to be processed are fixed.

(c) Hvbricl shop class¡ À11 other cases are put under this category.

Àn example of a hybrid shop to consider is the straightforward gener-

alization of the previous two types of crass i.e. multi-stage flow

shops with parallel machines at each stage.

Baker[1974] has advocated the significance of scheduling decisions

in the hierarchy of management decisions such as (i) type of product

to be produced, and (ii) type of resource configuration availabLe. The

methodology developed for scheduling and sequencing problems attempt

to provide solutions within the framework of managerial decisions. In

other words, scheduling decisions are secondary to the fundanental

managerial decisions.



follows:

ldachine ¡ À facility capabre of performing some operation.

ilob-shop ¡ The set of atl the machines that are identified with a

given set of jobs.

Operation ! Àn elemental task to be performed which will use the ser-
vices of a machine for a certain period of time. Each operation must

be 'processed' on a specific 'machine' for a specific duration unique

to the job and machine.

,Iob-shop Process ¡ This process consists of the machines, the opera-

tions, and a statement of the rule that restrict the manner in which

an operation can be assigned to the corresponding rnachine.

Thus, a generalized job-shop scheduling problen consists of finding
an order of the operations to be performed on each machine in a job_

shop subject to the job-shop process specifications as well as any

other constraints, and such that some measurable function of that or-
dering is optimized.

The majority of the existing literature in

ing deals with job-shop scheduling problems.

discussed the basic definitions involved.

In the context of the job-shop process, it should

job-shop scheduring probrems are not onr-y restricted
turing environnent. some examples of other areas in

scheduling concepts have been applied are as follows:r
(i) scheduling of cr.asses(jobs) in an educational,

the available lecture rooms(machines).

3

seguencing and schedul-

Conway et aI. llgçlJ has

These are summarized as

be noted that

to the manufac-

which job-shop

institution for
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(ii) scheduling of patients(jobs) in a hospital to be examined by

doctors(machines).

(iii) scheduling of computer programs(jobs) to be processed by proces-

sors(machines).

However, applying job-shop concepts in the above environments may

require some restrictions (assumptions) on (a) the definitions of the

job set, (b) the definitions of the rnachines, and (c) the manner in

which the schedule is developed. These restrictions (assumptions) in

a job-shop scheduring problem are discussed in the section 1.2, In

section 1.1 we define the notation to be used throughout thesis.

1.1 NOTÀTION

I{e define the most commonly used notation in scheduling problems,

which will be used in this thesis to formulate mathematical models :-
J¿ = the th job, i = 1,2,3,....n

r¿ = the ready time of the jth job, i.e. the tine at which theah
job becomes available for processing.

p¿ = the processing time of the ¿th job.

d¿ = due date, i.e.the promised deLivery date of the;th job.

ai = the allowance for the ¿th job,the time interval allowed for
processing the job between ready time and due date.

k = constant flow allowance to be used to determine

due dates.

w¿ = the wa i t i ng t ime of the .dth j ob.

Ci 
= 

the completion time of the ¿.th job.

F¿ = the flow-time of the jth job.

L, = the lateness of the ¿th job, i.e. the difference

T
I
ì..l
;¡ì:

frr

iìl
iìl

:r:
ìt,

¡'r
a:.
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between its completion tine

til =the job at the ith position

T¿ = the tardiness of ith job: I
E¿ = the earliness of ith job: E;

and its due date.

in the given sequence.

= max ß; ,0) .

= max Gr,; ,O) .

1.2 ÀssutPTloNs

French[1982] has advocated a

single-machine deterministic

comprehensive list of assumptions. For a

probJ.ems, these are summarized as follows

1.2_.1 Àssumptions on ilobs

(i) nach job is an entity and is prccessed to its compreteness.

(ii) Pre-emption of jobs is not permitted. Each job, once started,
must be completed before another operation may be started on the sane

machine.

(iii) À11 jobs are available for processing at the same time.
(iv) Job cancellation is not allowed. Each job must be processsed to

completion.

(v) In-process inventory is allowed. The jobs may wait for the next

machine to be free.

!.2.2 Àssumotions on t{achines

(i) t'tachine may be id1e.

(ii) uachine break-down or repair does not occur.
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1.a.3. ÀssunpÈione on Processinq Tines

(i) The processing times are independent of the schedule i.e. each set

up tine is sequence independent and is included in the processing time

and the time to move jobs between machines is negligible.
(ii) The processing time of each operation is given at the outset and

is constant regardless of its order of processing.

1.2.4 Other Àssunptions

(i) The technological constraints are

ble.

(ii) There is no randomness i.e. the

chines, and the ready times are known

needed to define a particuLar problem

known in advance and are inmuta-

number of jobs, number of ma-

and fixed. All other quantities

are also known and fixed.

The above assumptions are undoubtedly restrictive and they limit
the structure of job-shop problems. Nevertheless, these assumptions

are important and usually some of them are relaxed while addressing a

typical deterministic scheduling probrem and developing a model to
solve it. t'or example, Cheng[1985] and panwalker et aI. [1 gg2].

1.3 COI,II,ÍON SCHEDUTE EVÀTUÀTION CRITERIÀ

The most critical factors in any scheduling problem are the sched-

ure evaruation criteria. These may be either job reLated or shop re-

lated. The most commonly used criteria are described berow.
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1.3.1 JOB RETÀTED CRITERIÀ

1.3.1.1 Criteria Baged Upon Conpletion Tines

(i) Minimize the naximum flow-time: This implies that the schedul-e,s

cost is directly related to its longest job.

(ii) Minimize the maximum compretion time: This irnpLies that the

schedule's cost depends on how long the processing systen is devoted

to lhe entire set of jobs. The total sum of processing times of arl
jobs is called 'nakespan' (¡,lS).

(iii) Minimize the total waiting time: This inplies that

uLe's cost depends upon the portion of flow-time that the

waiting for their operations to be performed.

(iv) Minimize mean frow-ti¡ne or mean completion time: This implies

that the schedule's cost is directly related to the average anount of

time it takes to process a single job. !{hen ready tine is equal for
all jobs, minimizing the mean flow-time is equivalent to minimizing

the mean completion time.

1,3.1.2 Criteria Baseil Upon Due-DaÈes

(i) Minimize either mean lateness or maximum lateness: This implies

that a schedule's cost is related to how much we miss target dates and

igL is appropriate when there is a positive reward for completing a job

earlier.

(ii) Minimize either mean tardiness or maximun tardiness: This implies

that a schedule's cost is related to ho', much we miss target dates it
is appropriate when early jobs bring no rewards.

(iii) ¡linimize the nissed number of due dates: This impries that the

schedule's cost is reLated to both the earliness or tardiness of the

the sched-

jobs spend



I
isj obs.

early

IT

or

is appropriate when the costs are incurred whether the job

bardy.

1.3,2 SHOP RETÀTED CRITERIÀ

(i) Minin¡ize the mean number of jobs waiting for processing or the

mean number of unfinished jobs: This implies that the schedule's cost

is related to the in-process inventory costs.

(ii) Minimize mean idle time or maximum idle time: This implies that a

schedule's cost is related to the efficient utilization of machines.

Here mean and maximum are taken over the machines, and not the jobs.

These performance measures are classified aS: (1) negular Meas-

ures, and (2) Complex Measures.

Reqular l{easures: À regular measure is a value to be minimized

that can be expressed as a function of job completion times. It

increases only if at least one of the completion-times increas-

es. It can be verified that nean conpletion-time, maximum com-

pletion-time, mean flow-time, maximum flow-tine, mean tardiness

and maximum tardiness satisfy these conditions.

Conplex l{eaSureS: In these types of performance neasures,

weighted averages, combinations of average and maximum, or

functions of fractiles are considered.

Recently, Eilon and Chowdhary11977l, Schrage[1975], Kanet [1981],

Panwalker et aI. [1982), Cheng[1985,1986] and many other have consid-

ered minin¡ization of variance or average deviations as evaluation

criteria. Variance of flow-time, completion-tine, and also of waiting

t.

2.
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time, for example, have been addressed. Many of these studies are re-
lated to this thesis. The problem of determining optimal due date, se-
quence and optinral schedule have been addressed using different meth-

ods of assigning due dates to the set of jobs to be processed. conway

et al.[1967] ,and Baker and Bertrand t19g1l have comnented on due date

assignment methods. The basic definitions of these methods are as fol-
lows 3-

coN --> Jobs are given constant frow allowances, so that
(d; = r; + k). rhus, when all jobs are available at the

same-time, the due date is simply a constant k.

sLK --> Jobs are given flow-allowances that reflect equal waiting-
times or equal slack, so that (ð¿ = r¡ + pi + k).

TI'IK --> Jobs are given flow-allorvances that are proportional to the

total work they reguire, so that ( d; = r,¿* k(n;)).

1,4 SCOPE OF TTTESIS

In this study we confine our discussion to the deterministic single-
machine seguence schedule, and due date determination problems. The

justification for studying the single- machine probrems is provided by

several authors, such as conway et aI. [1967), Elmaghrabytlgeg], and

Day and Hottestein[1970]. They argue that i) severaL operational
systems such as paint manufacturing and data processing can be modeled

as a single-processor system and ii) there is arways the possibirity
that Lhe study of this single-machine case may lead to the solution of

more general and complex scheduling problems. More specificalJ.y, this
thesis deals with the following probÌems :-
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(1) The determination of an optimal sequence when a common due date is
provided. Goal programming is used to mininize the total penalty func-

tion. The satisfactory achievement of due dates is perhaps the most

significant measure of performance. To quote conway et al . [196?, p.

22el :

" 0f the various measures of performance that have been considered inresearch on seguencing, certainly the measure that urour"i it" nortinterest in those who .face practicar problerns of sequencing---is thesatisfaction of.preassigned - job due äates. Equipm;r=t ;;ïíizarion,work-in process inventory, aná iob flow-tine aie ãtr interesting andmore.or less inportant, but the ability to fulfirl dellvãiy-iro*ir",on time undoubtedly dominates these othei considerations."

(2) (a) Given a common due date ( d > MS ),
quence.

determine an optinal se-

Q) (b) Given an optimal sequence and a conmon due date, (d > Ms), de-

ternine an optimal schedule.

(3) Given an n jobs arong nith their processing times, deternine an

optimal sequence and an optimal due date when the objective is to nin-
imize the penarty function. The penal.ty for tardy jobs is more severe

than that for early jobs.



ChapÈer II
I¡ITERÀI]I'RE REVIEI{

Job-shop scheduling Ìiterature is richly endowned r,rith bibliographical
and review works. some of the noteworthy attempts include : Bakshi

and Àrora[1969], Day and HottesteintlgT0l, Eilon and King[ 1g67J, Ei-
Ion[1979], Elmaghraby t196gl, Godint197gl, Graham et al. [1 g7g),

GravesItSAt1, Gupta[1971], Jeremiah and Schrage[1964], Mel_

lor [1966] ,l'toore and I{irlson [1967] , panwalker and Iskiander lj971l and

salvador[1978]. several textbooks contain extensive lists of refer-
ences deaLing with scheduJ.ing. These include Àho, Hopcroft and ull_
man[1974], Bakerï19741, Cof fman[1976), Conway et a].. UgAl),
French[1983] and Milter and TharcherLlgTZl.

Since the scope of this thesis is linited to sequencing schedu1ing

and due-dat,e determination of a static, single-machine job-shop prob-

lems, and the vast amount of riterature dearing with scheduling and

sequencing problems exists, it is not practical to review the entire
literature here. Therefore, only deterministic singLe-machine prob-

lems of the classification scheme shown in Figure # 2.1 wirl be re_

viewed in depth.

- 11
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2.1 BÀSIS OF TITERÀTT'RE REVIEW

In the literature several schedule, seguence and due-date criteria are

used which form the basis of this review.

1. Nunber of late iobs ¡ Some of the earLiest work in nininizing
the number of rate jobs on one machine can be found in
Moore[1968]. He considered this objective function under the

constraint that arl jobs have different due-dates. Max-

well[1970] presented an integer-programming formulation for the
problem addressed by Moore [ 1 969] . Hodgson [ 1 927] provided an

optimizing algorithm for minimizing the number of tardy jobs.

Hodgson states that, if the seguence is arranged in the order

of non-decreasing due-dates and yields at most one tardy job,

then the current seguence is optimal for the problem.

sturm[1970] developed a simpJ.e proof of optimality for Moore,s

sequencing algorithm.

2. Totar tardiness cost ¡ The ninimization of total tardiness

cost is criterion related to the number of late jobs. McNaugh-

ton ['1959] provided a sirnple procedure f or f inding the minimum

cost schedule when the deferal costs are arl linear. The de_

feral costs may be associated with 'relative' and 'absofute,
deadrines. He advocated that the n jobs shouLd be ordered ac-
cording to pi / O¿(í.e, the ratio of the penalty of th job to
its processing-time ) witn the job having the J.argest ratio be_

ing performed first. Schitd and Fredman [1961J generalized

McNaughton's results by retaxlng the restrictive assumptions.

Lawler[1964] applied dynamic programming and rinear programming

¡

-L-_
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techniques to the singre-processor as werr as rnurtiple-proces-
sors when the deferal costs are non-linear. EImaghrabytl96gl

used the same criterion for seguencing n jobs which are related
to each other in such a manner that regardless of which job is
done first, its utirity is hampered untir aIr. other jobs in the
subset of related jobs are arso compreted. He provided an aI-
gorithm using dynamic programming. Shwinrer 1197Z) proposed a

branch and bound ('g¡s') argorithm for solving n jobs seguence_

independent problems. On the other hand, Emnonst1969l ninimized
the total tardiness. The criterion of minimization of nean

tardiness or maxinum tardiness is only appropriate when the
jobs processed earlier than their due-date bring no rewards.0n
the other hand, if positive rewards are associated with com-

pleting a job earlier, then minimizing the nean lateness or the
maximum lateness are considered to be appropriate criteria.
Total penaltv ¡ Sidney[1977) advocated that the costs arising
from both earliness and tardiness of individual jobs must be

considered in the scheduling process. He presented an argor-
ithm to mininrize the totar penalty subject to restrictive as-
sunptions on the target start times, the due-dates, and the
penalty function. Lakshminarayan et al. t197Bl proposed an im_

proved algorithm which reduced the number of computations by (nl
- n log n). panwalker et al. t19g2l proposed a generalized
penalty function which also includes the cost of achieving the
due-date and an ar.gorithm to find an optimar seguence and an

optimal due-date with an objective of ninirnization of the total
penalty.

tJ--
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Gilrnore and Gornory[1954] presented another version of cost
related criteria, namely minimizaÈion of totar processing

costs. The algorithrn suggested by thern is a special case of the

travell ing-salesrnan problem.

4. variance : Minimization of the variance was the criterion
originally suggested by Mertern and Mellor[1972]. They argued

that in situations such as computing systems with large data
files, often the response time to user's reguest is strongJ.y

dependent on the time required to access or retrieve the data
fiLes referenced by the users. It is often desirabre to provide

uniform response to user's reguest which means minimizing the
variance of the response time. They further argued that, in the
job-shop scheduling problems, the variance performance function
r+i11 Lead to some insight into non-linear perfornance func-
tions. In their paper, it was shown that a sequence that rnini-
nizes the variance of frow-time is an anti-thetical to a se_

guence that minimizes the variance of waiting time.
scharge[1975] uses the same minirnization criterion and proved

the following : a) The variance mininizing scheduJ.e for a fi-
nite job-set has the 1ongest-job first, and b) the time_in_sys_

tem variance for the schedure (1,2,3,...n-1,n) is the same as

that for the schedule (1,n,D-1,...,3,2 ) i.e. the order of the
last n-1 jobs can be reversed without affecting the variance.
Eilon and Chowdharyllglll presented a pioneering proof which

states that the optimal seguence must be V-shaped, thus

strengthening the results of Scharge[1925]. They mininized the
variance of job-waiting time and presented four comparativery
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simpre heuristics to determine an optimal seguence. Kanetllggll
proposed another procedure to mininize the completion-time var_

iance. He compared the perf ormance of his heuristic, SW, with
that of Eilon and Chowdhary[1977] and concluded that SMV has

good properties in that it yields optimal solutions for n less
than or equal to 5 and compares favorabry to the optimal solu-
tion for large values of n.

Lateness¡ Àpart from the probrem of minimizing the variances

of waiting and compretion times there are those problerns in
which non-regular measure is a function of job-rateness. This
lateness is measured on the basis of i ) the sum of absorute
lateness and ii) the sum of the sguared lateness. Kanettlggll
deternined an optimar schedur.e when arl jobs have a common due-

date which is greater than or equal to the sum of the process-

ing times of all jobs. He mininized the average deviations of
job cornpletion times using a heuristic which is essential.Iy one

developed by Eilon and Chowdhary[1977). Sundararaghavan and

Ahmed[1984] exrended the resurts of Kanet[19g1] to the problem

of scheduling n jobs on m pararlel identical machines in order
to mininrize the sum of absorute rateness. Àrso they proposed an

argorithm which is more generar than Kanet's argorithm and has

no restriction on the common due-date i.e.due-date nay be less
than MS. Gupta and sen[1993] minimized a quadratic function of
job lateness and presenred an algorithm based on branch and

bound technique. They also presented a heuristic rule which

gives a near optimal soj.ution
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Hean flor-tine : smith[19s6] showed that the average flow-time
is minimized by sequencing the jobs in order of non-decreasing

processing-times, t... Or,rS pr,:a ... S pt,,l.This result has been

proved in different by a number researchers in different ways (

French[1982] ). BakerllgT4J has shown that the weighted rnean

frow-time is minimized by I.Jeighted shortest processing Time

(wspt) sequencing, i.e. ( ,ur/rrr5 p[,, /*lrrr..S oOr/v,r^\.

Total cost of production and inventorv : Recently, sone re-
search has been done on singre-machine scheduling probrems

which primarily focused on the performance criteria such as

minimization of flow-time, tardiness or total tardiness. It has

been argued that a so called optimum with respect to one objec-
tive, could perform extremely poorly with respect to other
criteria. Therefore, a 'non-optimal' solution with satisfacto_
ry performance on other measures rnight be considered as a bet_

ter alternative. This point was partry recognized by some re-
searchers who studied scheduling problems with secondary

criteria. some examples are provided by smith[1956], Em-

mons[1975] and Wassenhove and Ge1derstlgTgl. These studies
identify the best sequence for the secondary measure from

among the set of alternative optima with respect to the primary

measures. Recent studies such as Ì.tassenhove and Gelderstlgg0]l
Fr'y and Leong[1986] have argued that any relevant cost measure

should include both a tardiness measure, to represent customer-

related performance, and a frow-time measure to represent in-
ventory performance. Snrith[1956] presented an algorithm mini_

mizing weighted completion times subject to the constraint that

7.
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arl jobs were compreted by their due-dates. Heck and Rob-

erts[1972] presented another al.gorithm for minimizing the sun

of compi.etion times subject to 'not increasing the maximum tar_
diness calculated by the due-date seguence'. They claimed that
their result courd be extended to the problem of weighted com_

pletion-times in a manner similar to smith's algorithm. How_

ever, Burns[19'76] presented a counter example to Smith,s aì.gor_

ithm and suggested an improved algorithm that converges to a

local optimum for both problems. wassenhove and Gelders[197g]

addressed the same bi-criterion scheduling problen and present_

ed an argorithm to sorve it. Recentry, Fry and teong[19g6] has

presented a mixed-integer programming moder where the objec_

tive function is a conbination of total tardiness and earli_
ness. Ho¡¡ever, it is not efficient to solve a large probrem and

a branch and bound method may be developed.

In scheduling literature, due-date determination is one of the most

popular area which has received enormous attention among scheduling
researchers and for which abundant fruitful results have been derived.
Recently, Sen and Gupta[1984] have made an excellent synthesizational
effort' They reviewed important theoreticaL developments, computation-
al experience and applications of scheduling problenrs involving due_

dates' conway[1955] was the first to compare the effectiveness of var-
ious due-date assignment methods with respect to a number of
perfornance measures. Conway et al. [1 967], JacksontlgSS], and

smith[1956] proved that the maximum tardiness, is minimized by pro_

cessing jobs in the order of non-decreasing due-dates, if all jobs

IL '
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have the same ready tirnes. I{hire Eilon and chowdhary[1 976], weeks and

Fryer [lgll], and Weeks llglll have approached the problem of optinral
due-date setting by applying cornputer sinulation techniques, Baker and

Bertrand[1980], seidman and smith [19g1], seidman er ar. Irger], pan_

walker et a1. [1992] and cheng[1994,'rgg5] have carried out research on

analytical deternination of optimal due-dates.

2.2 ÀPPRoÀcHEs rþ DETER}{INISTIC sINctE-MÀcHrtÍE pRoBtEti{s

Deterministic scheduJ'ing probrerns have been dealt with using different
rnethodologies. Elrnaghraby[1969] has suggested four approaches in which

the scheduling Iiterature can be categorized. The basic concepts un_

derlying these methods are summarized as follows along with some exam-

ples :-

1. conbinaÈorial Àoproaches. This refers to technigues that
volve 'switching ' pairs of jobs of a given seguence in a

trolled fashion untir the resulting sequence is optimar.
basis of this approach is generalized by Smith[1956]

1n-

con-

The

McNaughton [ 1 959] , Gi lnore and Gomory [ 1 964 ] ,

have

and many others

2, l{athenaticar proqranninq ÀDproach. This refers to linear, dy_

namic, integer, quadratic, and goaJ. programming techniques as

well as some apprications of network theory and lagrangian
methods. The integer programming models (".g. Maxwerr[1970],

Fry and Leong [ 1 996] ) and dynamic progranmi.ng models
(e.g.LawJ.erIlg6aJ,Elmaghrabytrggg] ) have been exten,,ively ma-

nipuJ.ated for scheduJ.ing problems. Recently, bi_criterion
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schedul'ing has also been addressed. wassenhove and GeId-

ers[1980] and Fry and Leongtl9g6r are exanpres of single ma-

chine scheduling problems.

HEURIsrlcs. This is arso known as 'combinatorial progranming,

or 'controlled enumeration'. Elmaghraby[196g] has stated that
these are probrem-solving procedures developed on the basis of
two principles ¡ i) the use of a controrred enumeration tech-
nique for considering aIl potential solutions which are known

from dominance and bounding, and ii) feasibility considerations
should be acceptable.

Branch and bound ('B¡¡') is another name for such approaches

and has been extensiveJ.y used to determine optimal sor_utions

for scheduling problems. Moore t196gl , MaNaughton [1959] , shwim-

er11972J, KanetIj981], Emmonst1975l and Gupta and Sentl9g0l are
a few examples.

sinulaÈion Àpproach ! À finar alternative is the random search

for optimal sequence via Monte carro sampling. in his paper,

Heller[1950] spawned the technique by generating 3000 random

sequences for a flow-shop of 10 machines. However, recently
this technique has been widely used for due-date determination
problems of scheduling. Eilon and Chowdhary[1g77J, t+eeks[77],

Weeks and Fryer[77] are some of the examples.

4.
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Chapter III
À GOÀI. PROGRÀI,ÍI,ÍING }{ODET ÀPPROACH

One-nachine Sequencinq ! Schedulino problen

- SOI{E TTIEORETICÀL DEVEIOPI,TENTS

In the present chapter we consider an n-job one machine scheduling

problem in rvhich all jobs have a common due date and penaLties are in-
curredwhen a job is completed before or after the due date. r.re have

either of the following two objectives.

To deternrine the optimal value of this common due date and an

optima]. sequence to minimize a total penai.ty function, or

l'lhen some predetermined value of the common due date is given,

to determine a corresponding optimal seguence to minimize a to-
taI penalty function.

In the existing liLerature different penalty functions have been

considered e.g. sidney11977l, Kanet,[1991], panwalker et ar. [19g2], and

cheng[1985]. The penalty function suggested in panwalker et aI. t19g2l

and Cheng[1985] is based on the due date value and the earliness and

tardiness of each job. The per unit costs involved in their papers

are all linear. It is this linear cost function associated with ear-
Liness and tardiness that in fact suggests the use of a goaL program-

ming model approach to solve such a problem.

GOÀL PROGRN{MING t{ODEt FORIIULÀTION : tet
|,f = {1 ,2,...,D}, the set of n jobs,

1.

2.

-20-
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D.=

7r=

the processing tine of job i € 
^J 

,

the set of n! sequences generated out of n jobs

in set N,

C = an arbitrary sequence in JT,

R = the set of real numbers.

ÀSSUI,ÍPTIONS :

(i) the job labe]ting is such that

q f P,- É..... S P,,

i.e. seguence 1 ,2, .. . . ,rl represents the SpT

(ii) afl jobs have a conmon due date k.

Let

sequence,

J;{al= the job in position i ín f ,

C; = the completion time of. J; (c),

ð¿t = the tardiness of J¿ Cð ,

d¿, = the earliness of l¿ Co-) ,

tv = unit penalty associated with due date,

wr;t = unit penalty associated with tardiness of. J¿(r),
wit = unit penalty associated with earliness of. J;[r),
}¡e now associate the following Linear GoaI Progranning problen (r,gp),

wiLh our main probJ.em.

(rcp) Minimize Z = wk . E.wir d,r +
subject to i.tn) "'

n+d;, - dÍ =Cjfork,4) ,4r'' > o for
k, d.7 ,d;.€ R.

T .rod;, (3. 1 )

l: tc)
alt f; Øß.2)
aII ¿ 6.1ß.3)

I'le now prove the i:oIIowing results using

TEHUA 1 ( panwalker er att19g2l, Chengttgg5l

guence Cf , there exists an optimal value of

completion time of one of Lhe jobs in ø-.

(rcp).

) : For any specified

k which coincides with

se-

the
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Proof I{e will give two alternative proofs for this lemma.

Fron Linear Goal progranning theory we know that at most one of
d and d is positive for each J Àlso using linear pro-
gramming theory in (rcp) it is known that the optimar. solution,
if it exists, will be taken on at one of the extreme points of

the (rep) constraints. This implies that for at reast one con-

straint (say the yth constraint ) in (r,cp) both dr¡ and d¿_must

be zero. This implies d¡¿ = 0 and dr> = 0. This in turn yiel.ds

l\ - 1-¡z r

}te know that in n-job singJ.e rnachine scheduling problem the to-
tal number of possible sequences is n! and one of then is an

optimaJ' seguence, which can be achieved (by numeration, say).
If possible, let k # C; for a1I + Cr)

=> k > C¡ for all J; e S, I t¡.¿l
k < C forallJ;tS"l

where S U Sr= o-.

This implies that the constraint set of (fCp) is an open

set. Hence the optimal wilL not be achieved, which is a contra-
diction.

RelaÈinq (Ul to the Problen of l.lininization of the tteiqhted Àverase

of the Absolute value of .lob tateness : chengtlg8sl considered the
problem of minimization of average missed due dates as objective. For

this purpose he adopted the weighted average of absolute lateness asi

the objective function to be. minimized. Àccording to chengt1985l, for,
a givenø-,let Lr¡,C¡jC¡1=Z'Oi ) and d'rdenote the 1ateness, comple-

ìr,

1.

¿.
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position til. The

where rl

for J;

Let
di, =

dìr =

vctJ=

ll..r =aJ

vt; -1)( 0 < w;< 1;

Co-).

CüJ -
0

cal

tr¡.il
0

r,, i¡_
0

(3.s)

is a weighting factor

f or all J¡ co')i f C¡;¡> k
otherwi se

Llt-
0

if k. > C¿,i: f or
Othert{ 1 se

aII J; ¿o-)

The

MIN Z

probl

_v-L
J;Cn)

subject to

k + dri + diu = C/ for al]
k, d;¡ ,d;¿ Z 0 for al1

which is same as (f.Cp) for w = 0.

i f Cg: > |< f or all J¿ (.a-)
otnerrrl se

if f. , Çn for atl J¿Ø
otherl¡ r se

em of minimizing (3.5) now becomes

w¿, ôì¡ + wi, dì-

(ø- )

(o- )

J;

J.t

tion tirne and due date respectively of the job in
objective function is expressed as (Cheng[19g5]) ¡tt

-f (k) = l. w,,¡lL¿i;l
l'= t ct'

=i n'"lcu:- d I

tiln

=Z *rrlcø..¡- k 
I

v
L
¿2t

î¡ [r)
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3.1 SO},ÍE TTIEORETICÀE DE''ELOPI,IENTS

3.1.1 opÈinal Tabrcau of (tcp) of g Givan seouence.

To do analysis on the slack qndr gurplus variables, we first change the
model (rep) to the problem (r,ep1 ) below by repJ.acing each equality
constraint by two inequalities of opposite signs, and then to the

probrem (i,cpz) by introducing the slack variables, y , and surplus
variables, y

(r,cpl) uinimize z = wk

subject to

O * Ur, - dr!> Cr'

t< + dr'r - dìr. c;

k, d;r , d;, ¡ 0

k, di, , d¡,,t R

(r.cpZ) ¡rinimize z = wk

subject to

.w¡ù.r-
\-.L Y', d;,

Í(r)
for all Ç

for all J;

for all fi
f or all J¡

r,
+ /, wì, dri
l;G)

*fn¿a;,
/-r
l;(,Ò

= Ci for all

= Ç¿' f or aLl

>0 for all

=2n

= 4n + 1,

\f*/-
l; Cnl

(o-)

(d )

G)
( o-)

k+ d¿, - di,

k+ dj, - di,-

k, d/r , dj, , y.,,

k' dii'Y*ìeR

lì,

v.rr 2-

v.ut-

J¿ (o-)

J¿ G-)

J¡ G)

J; (c-)for all.

Ì, "'Thus, to obtain optimal table f or Ç- ¡ each constraint i f or .¡ (o)

[(r,cp) modet] is repraced by two inequality constraints [ (r,cpl ) mode].

] witn tr as slack variables for '1' constrains and yr; as surplus
variable f or '¿' constraint f or J;U) [ (rcpZ) mode] l. This process

results in-

the totaL number of constraints

and the total number of variabLes

since the number of constraints is 2n,
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the total nunber of basic variables = 2n

For the sequence Çr,which is in SpT (assumption 1, Þ,Jt), let the po_

sition of the optimal due-date in the optimar tableau (3.1) be the

fth' This implies that jobs completed before the optimal due date forfr,
, ODD(!fi),are early and jobs completed after oDDç] are tardy. Hence

the OoD(fi) at the rrh position divides the spr into Lwo subsets E

and T where

E denotes the set of early jobs with F,{. as the earliness of

4 (fsì job, and

T denotes the set of tardy jobs wi th T¡ as the tardiness of

tf rfr) j ob.

3.1.2 BAsIc VÀRIABIES BEFoRE ooD(ø)

The basic variables in the optimal tabreau before oDD(ø-) are:

=2r-1
Ànd they are as:

d't 
' 

dtt

y,, , y),

so there are 2r - 1 of

,dJr,

,!r, ,

them.

, dr-,,,

' Y7t

3.1.3 BÀsIc vÀRIÀB[Es AFTER ooo(ø)

The basic variabl.es in the oT(3.'r ) af ter oDD( ø-) are

dru,, ,dr+y,L, , dnt

! y¡t ì2 t! 7a¡ t2 t , Yn¿-

hence there are 2n - Zr of. them,
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because each

Tableau 3.1 ,

in

(

1.

2.

The total number of basic variables

= (2r -1) + (2n - h) + i variable, k

=2n

For early jobs, the E¿ , d¿¡ ,d¡, , ..and dr_, , I are non_basic and

hence are equal to zero (which in fact should be the case be-

cause tardiness for early jobs is zero). similarly, for late
jobs, the f' , d¡aa t2 ,ðr*, r/ r-.and {,are non-basic variables,

also equaL to zero.

For the optimaj. due date constraint boLh dr, and dr,- are non-

basic and hence at zero level. (see Lemma 1 )

3.

3.1 .4 It[DICÀTORS

The indicators in the or(3.1) for arl basic variables

eI as is always is case in (tpp); the indicators for

ables are determined as follows :

Let lot-. ,and i¡.. denote the indicators for the

ly. Then,

are at zero lev-

non-basic vari-

ur¿ und 
ïrespective-

I.rqil

I.it,

!

It¿T_t,l

= w,, * w,t

= *r, * Hrt

= Yl r!.¡ I
+ llt-t¿,
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, J,,

r^".

I,ü r+l/ L

!d^,

tl,-

"rr-

rT,-,',

Iu
dr >_

nî, - { wr, * Hr, * ... . + wÞ,),

(*r1,.,r * wr*,Ï+ + wr¡ )Ì
T-, ?1

\-çHr, - L'r, - tr + Lrr,.ì--t ì=y+t

{
7-/-r
l'+l

+W-

= wr.L {- (w,,. * L,
(L+rr * wrrrrÌ

å
LHiu +h'
t)-- t

+ .... + lf7-¡r¡ +

+ .... + lr"t )Ì
û

5-'- /-' wìt

¿'. lft

+w

tl

(3.6)

(3.7)

=l{ +
7>

vìt

; lrl¡-+tr1 * nr*r, ,-

l{- +hl
4L 

^l

lt.IL

l¡ )-L

l{y:1, r_

0- { (n,- +

(w +r+\l Ìt + .... +I,,,L

l{.,-,, u+

Htr, )

w)

ì

<-
L
tL{+
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From (3.8) we have

'l-l

C
/
.lz- t

From (3.7) we have

{(_I,tr, = 
L 

wiy

.¿'= ¡

Hi, -l.¡ ìo

w+

iw >0

tl
s---f

/- w,.r

¿'--l+t

(3.8)

(3.10)

28f-l
{--r- / rr-/ tL

4''- t

tT-or, = wr+l' 
¡

'lr*-r, 
= w7+L, 

f

I.
l¡t

Hr.,

since the tableau is optimal, arr indicators nust be non-negative.

}le see that the indicators for non-basic variables other than !r,, Idrr-

, und tbr,- are evidently positive (because ne assumeu rri to be

strictly positiv$.

Pron (3.6) we have

ç?
= / l+.

L*t
t=r

(3.e)

f1

v-I
t.
t)-t

T-t
\-'
/-
ll-t

wj,

¿'+fAt

,1'-l +t
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Theoren 3.1 ¡ The

for O- is obtained
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f-t-<-
- / w.¿L)w

l-¿
¿L¡

and

al.<- \"
./.n¿, - Ln;u 1t{
¡'--r+t ,ti-t

Proof ¡ The proof follows from (3.9),

-'{¿0

the position of the optimal due date

(3. 12 )

(3.10)

(3.11) and (3.10).

(3.11)

Comparing (3.9) and (3.11) we have the folJ.owing important result.

>w (3.12)

'l't
\-w¿r - / wì,
L--)
l'èa

{-
l-)
.cLt

value of r,
from :

\-
¿- wit
col

COROLLÀRY 3.1 ¡

If w = P1, w4r= P2 and

then r, the positiori of

nP3 - P1

' P2 +P3

COROLLÀRY 3.2 z

If w = 0, vìt = ytìy

r<

wri = P3 f or all J; k-) ,

ODD(ø) is obtained by using

nP3 - P1

P2+P3
(3.13)
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then the position of ODD(d is obtained by using

n

2-
RE}iARKS

n
r < +1

2

Marqinal Values ( n¡,s )

(ry1 Àssociated rith the

obtain the marginal values

(r.CP) constraints:

(3.14)

Correepondinq to the ConpleÈion-Tines g!
Sequence 3 From the optimal_ tableau r.le

, u r of the right hand side (nHS) of the

1.

2,

It may be pointed out here that the result of Cheng[ 19g5, The_

orem; p. 393] fo110ws as a special case fron our Theorem 3.1

by setting w = 0.

It may be interesting to compare the result (3.13) of corollary
3.1 with the result of panwarker et ar.[19g2, temma 2¡ p.393]

(3.15)

3.2 DE\tEtOPtfEl{T OF TI|E ¡,|ETI|OD

t{e will rnake use of the following observations in the development of
the method to find the optinal seguence.

ObservaÈions based on (3.1S), we have :
(q1l : the MV's corresponding to the set E ( the set

are negative; therefore, by increasing completion times

we decrease the value of the penalty function.

of early jobs)

of early jobs
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(02)¡ the r'fv's corresponding to the set r ( the set of tardy jobs)
are positive, therefore, by decreasing the conpletion times of tardy
jobs, we decrease the value of the penalty function.
(og)¡ the increase(decrease) in the completion times of an an ear-
ly(tardy) job in the set n (T) in observation 01 (02) is not arbitrary
and is strictly constrained by the processing times p,, pu,p3, ,

pÌ, of the n jobs of the given sequence kr). Howeverr Hê try to in-
crease(decrease) the completion times of earJ.y(tardy) jobs by as rarge
an amount as possible to cause the maximum decrease in the penalty
function at every step. This creates the possibirity of naking more

than one interchange of jobs in each step and decreasing the penarty
by as much as possibJ.e at each step.
(o¿)¡ the increase(decrease) of completion times of early(tardy) jobs
( as described in observations (01) through (og)) by exchanging their
positions in Lhe sequence is continued so J.ong as the penaJ_ty function
keeps decreasing. since the penalty function is a nonotonic function,
we stop as soon as it starts increasing and identify the optimal se_

quence 6 and, al0ng with it the optimal conmon due date k(r-).

REI,ÍARK (R3) WC

We now address

shall base our method on four observations (or ) - (o¿).

the following problem(p1 ) :-

(pt )3.2. 1 PROBTE!,Í

Given

i ) a specified

times p, , p_, p3

with n jobs, along wi.:h their processingsequence

, .... ,

C

D



ii)w, such that nw = 1 (0 <

tardy jobs,

to find an optimal. sequence,

total penalty (sum of early

Before we give an algorithm

nitions:

Initial Feasible Sequence : Given a seguence

in SPT form. Then obtain an initial due date,

applying the (r,Cp) model to the SpT sequence.

left of ODD(SPT) including rhe job ar ODD(SpT)

the right of ODD(SPT) in SpT form (which may

to obtain a V-shaped sequence,Ç6 , of n jobs.

(iii) the increase (decrease) in
(observation (03)) to p;'s of jobs

32

n a '1 ), as the unit penalty for early and

.* d'c , and optimal due date such that the

and tardy penalties) is a minimum.

to solve (p1) we introduce some some defi-

with n jobs, arrange it
and its position, r, by

Àrrange Lhe jobs to the

in LPT form and jobs to

already be in SpT forn)

We calL ,the initial
feasibLe sequence.

Oolinal sequence : starting with ú?,we obtain a seguence qi by ex-

changing jobs in the set E(ø ) with the jobs in the set r(q) such that

(i) øî is a V-shape (i.e. a feasibLe) sequence,

(ii) completion tines of the jobs in E(or ) does not decrease and in T(ø)

) does not increase,

the processing tines is restricted

inol.

(i) and (ii) along wirh (01) and rcz) decrease ( or do nor in-
crease) ttre value of the penalty function z. Therefore,

' z(q ) S z(oa ).

SimilarLy, we obtain z(a¡_ ), z(E) and so on such that:
z@) f z(Ç,) <zÇ,) <



If z(Ç1,) > z(ç) ,

r+e def ine 6 as an optimal ,uquun"u I
ty z(€) and ¡<(ø) as rhe optimal due

ÀtGoRITHu T0 Sotr/E (P1) !

srEP 1. From the sequencec¡,p-,obtain the initiar feasibLe sequenceø;

, k(øa ), c;(6), z(ø;), a¡.6) and r the position of k(ø1.

STEP 2. From 66 obtain 6¡ in the manner described in the definition of
'optimal sequence' .

STEP 3. Find z(ø)
(i) rt zkî ) > z(q), rhen 4, is the oprimar sequence F níth k(6) as

the optimal common due date k(/) ana z@ ) is the minimum penalty zè).

(ii) rf. z(q ) tz(o;), so

STEP g Repeat step 2 and 3

nite such that

33

with z fél u" the optimal penal-

date.

to step 4.

on ol' oì, Óì,.... G ,d1*,, where s is f i-

and

zGr )

z(ç,)

:J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6

:18 13 16 19 1 2

z(ç) s .... 3 z(+) 5 z@) < z(q)

zk¡).
t

Then { is the optimal sequence á with rrt/l as the optimal common

date and z@;) as the minimum value of the penarty function.
Nu'lERIcÀt ExåÌ.{ptE : }le now give a numerical example to apply and

lustrate the method developed for solving a problem of type (p1 ).
suppose we have a single nachine 10 jobs probJ.ern as forrows:-

due

i 1-

Jobs

P; 's

J7 J8 J9

589
J10

10

6p, :1 I 9 10 13 16 18 19
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To Obtain

6-o

c; võl

di¡ @)

Uoi

.o

.o

: 16

10 13 16 18 19

3s 48 64 82 101

10 23 39 s7 76

852
17 22 24

831

1

25

0

By solving tcp(6) we obtain

r = 5 (the position of ODD( )).

due-date ) .

objective function).

kØ)

zv;)

25

232

(the optimal common

(the value of the

To ObÈain û :

(i) we rewrite o? by showing the

marking the sets E(ø) and Tkc).

oo : ( e I s 2 I 10

E6) ![9 8 s z 1]
r(4.) t I lo

position r of ODDø-) by an arrow and

E(T) we iderrtify the

the jobs'co.mpletion

19)

1e]

.18

18

16

16

13

13

(ii) Now we know that, by increasing(decreasing) the compretion times
of jobs in the set n(T), we obtain a decrease in the penalty function
(see 01 and 02). However, we rvant the maximum possibLe decrease in the
penalty function so we increase(decrease) the completion times of the
jobs in set E(T) as much as possible subject to the restrictions on

their processing times and the feasibir.ity of the seguence to be ob_

ta i ned.

(iii)Starting with the job ar position 1 in set

naxirnun possible increase(decrease) in each of

time such that :
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a) the increase(decrease) is restricted by the processing tines of the
jobs in ø .

b) 6 is feasible

I{e conclude that 
''e can increase the processing time of the job in

the first position in set E to the processing tirne of the job in the

first position of set r, and decrease the processing time in set r to
the processing tine of the job in the first position of set E.

Exchanoe Procegs For the sake of simplicity we will car.l this process

an 'exchange process' because ''e can now say that, to obtain 61 from ø?

,we simply exchange the job in position 1 ( to be general say position
i ) with the job in position 6 (to be general say position j ) in the

sequenc e

lî

c; (ø)

(10 I
10 18 23

--trL - Jt

XGr ) = 26,

z(dî ) = 228.

25

1 9 13 16 18 19)

26 35 48 64 82 101

Since

zvi ,) < z(ø;) ,

we obtaino-u tron a¡

To Obtain :

(i) We rewriLe øj

and marking r:he sets

by showing the

and E(ø) ¡H¡

J
2 1 9 13

in the manner described in Step 2.

position r of ODDf) by the arrow

Tb¡) as f ollows :-

= ( 10 16 18 'r9 
)
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s14¡= { 10

r(øi )=

Exchanqe Procegs

(i) Exchange U(q)
( ii ) exchange J, ( al)

1]

{

wirh J7(óì )

with J., (q).

16 18 19 l13

6-L = ( 13

C;(c) = ( 13 22 27 29 30

ù¡ (o;)= ( 17

L - Jt

k(d-,) = 30

z(6;) = 212,

48

18

10

64 82

19)

101 )

71)

zþ;),
the manner described in Step 2 of the algor-

showing r by an arrow and marking the sets E(¿i)

T
18
1]

{s

10 16 18 19 )

38

1816

5234

Since

z(el < z@i )

we obtain ø3 from ø1

ithm.

To Obtain 3

(i) t^le rewrite É by

c r(a).

f- = (13

E (4) = {13

r(4)=

in

952
9s2

10 16 18 19 ]
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Erchanqe Procegs

( i ) Exchange Jr ( øt) h'i th Jr ( ó;)

( i i ) Exchange JLø; ) with J, (o; ) ,

(iii) Exchange Jr(ø--) with J((q).

Õ1 =(
C"- (q) = (

5 9 13 '18

42 51 64 82

16 10 8 2

16 26 34 36

1

37

19

101

)

)

--Lt-J

kØj) = 37

z(q) = 191

Since

q,
the

&

q

z(q)

opt imal

, di, and

= ( 18

zø;)

sequence

qbv

z(q ) < z(a,)

seguence is

following the

not obtained yet

exchange process

we will obLainso

AS

c;({) = ( 18

13

31 40 45 46 48 56 66 82 101 )

'10 16 19 )

20
,t .-n¡ ( 28 1s 10 36 ss)

r= 5

y(o-¡ )

z(q )

= (19 ¿
16 '10 8 2 'l s 9 13 18)

46

173

6?
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C..(4) = 1 19

ur¡(Q = ( 36

k(G) = 55

z(G') = 164

66 =(19

27

37

18

50

13

14

cr,(q) = ( 19

Ai.þ-6) = ( 4s

r=5
k(Q) = 6a

z(q ) = 164

q =(19

c.¿(q) = ( 19

d¿iøf,) =(49 31

k(oì) = 58

z(q) = 168

6156555345

10

3s

20

70 83 101)

1s 28 46)

7s 8s 101)

'11 21 37)

13 )

79 88 101)

11 20 33)

16)10

67656459

716968

10

63

16

53

15

18

37

Since,
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zþ-r) > zG¡)

therefore, the Ø is an optimal

is 3

*
sequence ø- . Hence the final solution

o-lt = ( 19 1g 13

utll = G4

uèl = 164

REtlÀRK i In the above example we see

z(Ç)

therefore,

fr

z(q )

10 16 )

that

*o'
urf t

131016 18 )

is an alternative optimal. sequence with Å

( lg

55

164
.lt

z@-) =

3,2.2 PROBIEM(P2)

He now address the following problem (p2) : Consider an n job single

machine scheduling probLem in which all jobs have a common due date,

k, processing times, p, , pr, ..., p¡, and a penalty to be incurred

when a job is completed before or after the due-date. When some pre-

deternined value of common due date is known, to determine a corre-

sponding optimal seguence that minimizes the penalty function.

Either exactly on the predetermined value of common due date,L|0LGÙJ



{0
P, ¿t't

or i n Lhe neighborhood of the predetermined cìue datel Before ve give

the algorirhm to solve (p2) ve modi fy the cjefinirion of optimal se_

quence I ,

a )corresponding to precìe:ermineci due date ; and

b)arcuncl the precìetermined due date

Hodified Feaeible Sequence : Given a seouence¿6'sirh n jobs. Àrrange

it in sPT f orm and cal.l it a ç, sequence. obtain an oprimai. cjue <ìare

and its position, r, by applying (tCpZ) mocìe). toofu.Àrran-oe the jobs

to the Ief t of ODD?-ç,), including the job ar ODD( Çr), in LpT f orm anC

the jobs to the right of oDD(spr) in spr form to obtain a V-shaped se-

quence,6, of n jobs. He cal. I an initial feasibì.e sequence if

kk.al < dtlr

l,{odified Ootinal sesuencê :

by exchanging jobs in the set

such that:

Starting with Oã,vê obtain a seguence¿¡i

eG;) nith the jobs in rhe ser T(G )

(i) 6 is a V-shape (i.e.øi is a feasible) seguence,

( i i ) Completion-time of jobs, in E(ø ) does not decrease and in f (o-,)

does not increase.

( iii )Increase(decrease) in completion times is restricted by (03) and

by the predetermined due date d

(i) and (ii) atong with (ol)

penalty funct ion Z. Therefore,

and (02) decrease the value of the
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and

SimiJ.arly,

z@, I

)l
andd-

zþî \

d > k(61 )

ve obrain z(C.) , z(q)

I z(øtr ) < ....r,(q )

S z{ ¡'"'l

> k(c; )
I

,...2(c¡) , z(":)'*t

t z(a¡ ) <_zG;)

such that

k(q) > k( 6;-) ¿ .... I kt(T ) >- k (a; )

Ithe optima). seguence a r¿ith Z(g) as the opti-Now, ce define ø7 as

ma). pena).ty z (f ) ana

k(d;) = df

ÀtGORITI{H 1O SOII¡E (P2)

Step 1 From the sequence

the completion times, C

t ional values , d,j. (ó; ) ,

position of k(q ). rf

úlr, obtain the initial feasibLe

(6) , the due date vaJ-ue, k(6' ) ,

the total penaì.ty value , Z(6 ) ,

Sequence d-o,

the devia-

and r, the

(i)

(ii)
(iii)

d;6
d; the

d;90

is optimal. sequence for d .

sequence is infeasible, and

Eo the step 2.

Steo ? : From

position of due

õ; obtainí , C;bî

date according to

), k(dt ), d,.,. (o, ) , z(q \ and r, rhe
u

the observations (01) to (03).

Steo I ¡ If
(i) k(dî) =

(ii) k(q)

is the

to Step

o;

go

d

d

opt imal sequence for P, (a ) .

A
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where s isStep !: Repeat the Steps 2 and 3 on &, û,4,... oî

finite such that:

cÀsE 1 rf
z@)

-*
and fl=

then, Ç

s z(ç,)

t(æ ) > k@,) >...'. ) k(q ): k("r)

is the desired optimal sequence / urro.iated with dt.

eÌ se

rt k(q ) > d then go to case 2.

cÀsE a

(i) Compure rhe dif f erence lk(Çù - dl .

(ii) Investigate the individual increases(decreases) in the comple-

tion-times of jobs that may be done to minimize the penalty function.
(iii) serect which conbination, if any, of some of the jobs, pro-

cessing times that results in the desired increase. If there is none,

serect a group of one or more jobs whose processing times sun up very

close to the desired increase.

(iv) form the alternative seguences giving

a) k(4) = d or

b) k(€ ) = d + ê, where t. is a snall integer vaLue.

c) comput " zlff ,a*) for the above values or. ê , where

-, tìt'rlol' ,d ) are the penalty functions associated with the deviation of
' ()¡ 

'tthe sequences,iS , around d'

suppose ztÇ ,a*) = Min
i.

,d ),(+

6]sthen the desired optimal seguence for p2(b).
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NtlfERIcÀt EIEÀI{PLE ¡ }le will take the problem fron the probrem set ta-
bulated by Sundararaghavan and Àhmed t1gg2l and solve it for both Cas_

es discussed above in (p2) when the due daLe is given i.e. d = 290.

Jobs : J'1 J2

P;'s: 1 2

To obtain ¿; r

--vø 

-

Exchanoe Process

Simply obtain the

rnodif ied feasible

J5 J6

823

V-shaped seguence

seguence.

J10

65

as required by the

J11 J12 J13 J14

68 59 90 92

J7 J8 J9

31 53 s5

J3 J4

45

6 :(31 23

ci : (31 54

d*¡ t(+S 20

k(4) = 74

2(6) = 1863

To ObÈain øi !

Excbange Procesg ¡

85421
62 67 71 73 74

127 3 1 0

53 55

127 182

s3 108

65 58 69

247 31 5 384

173 241 31 0

90 s2)

474 566)

400 492)

6î

C¡

ur

(53

(s3

(¿g

(q)

1

96

0

wi th

31

127

31

J 8(â)

55

182

86

65

247

151

58

31s

219

90

474

378

92)

565 )

47 0)

69

384

288

23 I 5

76 84 89

20 127

(i) Exchange J,

42
93 95

31

k(4) = 96

z(q ) 4707
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To Obtain 6- |

Erchanoe Process

(i)

(ii)
fi- i (SS 3'l I 5

ct'i (ss 86 94 99

d¡,'; (Sl 20 12 7

/

k(6;) = 106

zØ^-) = 1649

To Obtain Ç:
Exchanqe Process

ü(d¡ ) with Jq(aì),

J>(dî) with J6 (q),

123536s
1 06 129 182 247

0 23 76 141

Exchange

Exchange

42
103 105

68 69

315 384

209 278

90 92)

474 566)

368 460 )

(i) Exchange

(ii) Exchange

(iii) Exchange

l, (,¿¡-l vith .Trr(a-),

J-(6^) rith .I7 @; ) ,

+ (î-) wittr Jr(áî).

4:(
C*'i (

ui'(

65 53 23

65 118 141

88 35 12

54
146 150

73

2 18
152 153

10

31 ss 58

192 247 315

39 94 162

161

I

69 90 92)

384 474 s56)

231 321 413)

k(q) = 153

z(q) = 1414

To ObÈain 6 :
I

Exchanqe Procesg

( i ) exchange J, (oj ) wi th J,,(q ) ,

( i i ) exchange Jr(4-) with J,,(ú ) ,
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(iii)
(iv)

exchange J l( oi ) wi th J,t ( q) ,

exchange J,t (q ) wi th J g( q) ,

6Ç

c¡

uù'

: (68 55 31

: (68 123 154

: (101 46 1s

84
162 166

73

23

197

2B

21
168 169

10

5

174

5

55 65

250 31 5

81 146

69 90 92)

384 474 565 )

215 305 397 )

k(4) = '169

z(q,) = 1350

To Obtain øz :

Exchanqe Process

( i ) exchange J, (q ) wi th J,u(aq ) ,

(ii ) exchange Jr@Ç ) r¡ittr J,, (G) ,

( i i i ) exchange Jt (G ) wi tn Jt,(qt ) ,

(iv) exchange Jr (q) witn Jp ( q) ,

(v) exchange Jr(q) wirh J¿ (q).

ç:
L-¿ :

u,.¿. ,

(69 6s

(69 134

(149 84

52
215 217

31

14
218 222

04

I 31

230 261

12 43

53 23

187 210

31 I

ss 68 90 92)

31 5 384 474 566)

98 166 2s5 348)

k(ç) = 218

z(f¡) = 1303

To ObLain o; ¡

Exchanqe Process
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(i ) exchange Jt (ç) wirh Jr( G),
(ii ) exchange JL(ff) with J,,(rr-),

( i i i )exchange t, (ç) with q, (q) ,

( iv ) exchange J, (ç) wi th J¡" @?) ,

(v) exchange lr-(ç) with J, (q),
(vi) exchange l, (ç) with Jo (q).

q :(90 68 55 31 I 4 1 2 s 23 s3 65 69 gZ)

C,' :(90 158 213 244 252 256 257 259 264 287 340 405 474 566)

dr;':(167 99 44 13 5 1 o 2 7 30 83 i B 217 309)I

k(q) = 257,

zØ1) = 1215.

Á's: (Z 1 10 22 15 1 1 -1 -1 -15 -22 -10 -.1 -2)

DESIRED INCREÀSE z 290 - 252 = 33

ÀITERNATIVE SEQIIENCES ¡

By investigating the possible combinations of jobs, we obtain

a set of possible alternative sequences. He will now conpute the penalty

from these alternative sequences around the due date as folrows:-

the due date as :

À1r(1)

6ít:(90 69 6s 53 I 4 1 2 S 23 3.t sS 68 gz)

c/ :(90 159 224 277 28s 289 zg0 zg2 zg7 320 351 406 4i4 566)

d¡¡ zQ00 131 66 13 5 1 0 2 7 30 51 116 184 276)'(
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Àrr(2)

6-¿u : ( 9o

C.r, z ( 90

üï , (2oo

58 65 53

158 223 276

132 67 14

?90

1092

85
284 289

51

12
290 292

02

423
296 319

629

31 55

350 405

60 115

69 92',)

474 s66 )

'r 84 27 6)

(6',)

(6,)

k(q") = 290

z(Ç.) = '1092

À1r(3)

6-At : (90 68

C¡' :(90 158

d7' :(200 132

421
288 290 291

2 01

31 55

350 405

60 115

69 92)

474 566)

184 276)

65

223

67

53

276

14

I
284

6

523
296 319

629

k@) = 290

2(6ù = 1092

ÀrË(4)

6\ : (90 3123I536559

dÌ

55 68 92)

Cr':(90 159 224 277 285 290 291 293 297 320 351 406 474 566)

:(200 131 66 13 5

k6) = 290

zbÃ) = 1093

30 61 116 114 2'76)
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Alr(5)

Ørz(90 69 65

Cr' : ( 90 159 224 277

a¡ :(200 131 66 13

k(6ì

z(6)

285 289 291 292 297 320

1

290

1 093

48

92)585523s3 31

351

61

406 47 4 565 )

116 184 276)305

Thus, we see that our algorithm is able to recognize the alterna-
tive optimal sequences and has obtained the optirnal value of objective

function. It shows that our algorithm is an improvement on the heuris-

tic provided in Sundararaghavan and Ahmed t19g2l. Àll of the problems

tabulated by them for which they were not able to obtained the exact

values has been solved for exact value by our argorithm.
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Chapter IV

DISCUSSION OF SPECIÀT CÀSES

This chapter deals rvith the comparison of existing heuristics and al-
gorithms for the determination of an optimal seguence :

a) when the penalties for earliness and tardiness are equal, and

b) when a generalized penalty function is provided.

There is extensive literature available which deals with the above

mentioned problerns. Merten and Murler11972l, schragetlgTsl, EiJ.on and

Chowdharyllgll) and KaneL[1981] minimized the cornpletion times vari-
ance in order to develop an optinral sequence. Merten and Mullerllg:.2)
demonstrated that the optimaL sequence obtained by ninimizing the

flot¡-time variance could lead to the determination of another optinal
seguence which minimizes the waiting time variance by simpLy obtaining

its antithesis. Schrage[1975] has examined scheduling for minimum com-

pretion times variance when there are up to 5 jobs to be scheduled.

Eilon and Chowdhary[1977] have shown that, for a schedule to have min-

imum completion times variance, its seguence must be v-shaped. They

proposed a number of heuristics which resurt in v-shaped curves. Ka-

net[1981] proposed another procedure to minimize the completion times

variance (Sì'fV) and showed that his procedure provides improved results
when conpared with the heuristics proposed by Eilon and chow-

dhary[1977]. He also suggested a criterion of minirnization of total
absolute difference fron cornpletion times (r¡oc) as a viable alterna-
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tive to the criterion of minimization of completion times. He present-

ed a procedure to find an optimal sequence using the TÀDC.

Sidney[1977) suggested an algorithm to ninimize the maxinrum penalty

subject to restrictive assumptions on the target start tines, the due

dates and the nature of the given penarty functions.He defined the

penaJ.ty function mathematically as follows :-

cosr(s) = naxI g{nax(n¿)}, h[nax(Tt)]l

where g(.) and h(.) are the earliness and tardiness functions. pan-

walker et aI.[1982] presented an algorithm to find an optimal seguence

and an optimal due date by ninimizing the penal.ty function of the type

given below:

n_iz = L I p1(d) + pZ(E¿) + p3(r¿) 
J

.ti-t

where P1, P2, and P3 are the penalties associated with the due date

achieved, earliness of all jobs and tardiness of art jobs. several

other types of penalty functions have been considered in the sequenc-

ing literature(".g. McNaughton[1959], Lawlert1964l )

To find an optirnal schedule in a

shop, Kanet[1981] suggested a Gantt

ther demonstrated the use of such a

In this chapter, rie propose -

deternrinistic single machine job-

chart approach. French [ 1 982] fur-

technique in scheduling.

which minimizes absolute

optimal. sequence. Then,

with the SMV and the TÀDC

(1) The TSDD heuristic and the ST procedure

deviations about the due date to determine an

the TSDD and the ST procedures are conpared

heuristics.

ìI.., 9::..
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(2) The ST procedure when a given generalized penal.ty function for the

determination of an optimal sequence and an optimal due date. The st
procedure minimizes the penalty function to find the optimal seguence

and due date. Then this is compared with the algorithm proposed by

Panwalker et a1. [1 981 ] .

(3) The procedure to find an optimal sequence minimizing the

around the given due date. The algorithm presented is then

with the one developed by sundararghavan and Àhned[19g4]. This

ison shows that our algorithm is better.

penaLty

compared

compar-

(4) ninally, a goal prograrnming approach to find an optimal schedure.

It is also compared with the Gantt chart approach suggested by Ka-

net[1981].

In the next section lre will illustrate the various heuristics and

procedures with numerical exanpi.es and then make comparisons among

them.

4.1 HEURISTICS PROCEDT'RES

TN)C Proceclure :- This procedure minimizes the total absolute dif-
ference from completion tines in order to obtain an optimaì. seguence.

Mathematically, it can be written as follows :-<-+l_ ì, r c,) - c.L. 
I

The stepí' nud-.'rrury to obtain an optimal seguence can

beLow :

Proceoure TN)C
Let U be the set of unscheduled jobs;
Let S be the final schedule,
B,À be empty sets; and
n be the number of jobs to be scheduled.

Àt{D

be summarized
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For i= 1 to
Begin
Remove the
if i is odd
place job i
else place

end;
S:= [ ¡,¡ ]
end TÀDC.
EXÀMPLE :

ndo

largest job
then
in the last

job i in the

from U and label it job i.
position of set B.
first position of set À.

[J = [ 16,

! = I 16,

fi = I 2,

13, 10,

10, 6,

4, 9, 13

4, 3, 2, 1 l9, 6,

3, 1 ]

]

S = { 16, 10, 6,3, 1, 2, 4, g, 13 l

SI{1¡ PROCEDTTRE ¡

This procedure minimizes the completion

find an optimaL sequence. Mathematically,

T T {c,'-c; }'
)2t t|.t

The steps hecessary to obtain an optimal sequence can be summarized as

follows : -

l,et V(S) denotes the variance of completion times for some schedule S
and U be Lhe set of unscheduled jobs. Then, procedure SMV
Begin

Fori='1 tondo
begin

Let K be the snallest job in S.
Remove the Largest job from U and 1abel it job i.
Insert job i to the immediate left of K and call
the result S' , compute v(S').
Insert job i to the immediate right of K & call
the result S", compute v(S").
If V(S') < V(S") then S = S'
else S = S".

end;
End SMV.
EXÀl.lPËE :

[J = { 16, 10, 9,8, 7, 6, 4, 2 }

S = 16

S' = {10, 15}; v(S') = 54

times variance in order to

it can be written as fotlows
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5rt= [16¡ 10]; v(S")= 25 *

S'={16,9,10}; V(S')

s"={16,10,9}; v(s")

S={16,10}

60,22 t

60.22

S ={16,9,10}

S'={16,8,9,10}; v(s') = 101.5

s"=[16,9,9,t0]; v(s") = gg.1g *

S =[16,9,8,10J

s'={1 6,9,i,8,10}; V(S, ) =139,24

s"={'16,9,9,7,10J; v(s") = 13g.16 *

s =[16,9,8,7,10],1

S'={16,9,8,6,7,10}; v(S') = '173.138 *

S"={16,9,8,7,6,10}; v(S") = 174.33

g = [16, 9 ,8 ,6 ,7 ,10] ¡

S'=[16,9,8,4,6,7,'10]; v(S') = 190.20 *

s"={'15,9,9,6,4,7,101; v(s") = 190.29

S ={16,9,8,416,1 ,10};

s'=[15,9,9,2,4,6,7,10]; v(s') = 1gg.4g4

s"={16,9,9 ,4,2,6,7,10}; v(s") = 197.23 t

s - {16,9 ,8,4,2,6,7,101

TSDD PROCEDWE s In this heuristic, minimization of total variance

about a conmon due date (d ¿ uS) is used as a criterion for obtaining

an optimal sequence. This is based on the premise that generally a

manufacturer in job-shop environment is required to provide a due date

to the clients prior to even determining the sequence in which jobs

will be processed. It should be in the interest of the manufacturer to
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minimize the variance around this due date, because if the jobs are

performed earlier, he incurs inventory carrying costs and on the other

hand if they are conpleted late then the penarty is incurred. The pro-

cedure used for finding an optimal sequence can be presented as fol-
Lows: -

Let u be a set of unscheduled jobs and ÀrBrc' and c" be the emptyset. ¡lso let V(S) denote the variance of completion times about the
due date for some schedule S.
procedure TSDD Begin
Fori=1.tondo
begin
Let K be the smallest job in S.
Remove the Largest job fron U and 1abel it job i.
Insert job i to the immediate left of K and call theresult S'.
Ca1cu1ate,C' ,the set of completion times for set S'.
Calculate the absol-ute deviations from due date, d, for
set C'.
CalI the new set À.
Compute v(À);
Insert the job i to the inmediate right of K and call theresult S".
Ca1cu1ate,C', the set of completion times for set S".
cal.culate, B, the set of absolute deviations from due date, d.
Conrpute V(B) .
If v(A) S v(B) then S = S'
else S = S";
end;

end TSDD.
ENÀ¡.IPLEs

[J = {16, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 4, 2t; d*= 53 ;

g = t16]

S'= [10,'16];C'={10,26};

[ = {53,37};v(¡) =64.

S"= [ 16, 10 ];f "= {16,261I

¡ = { 47 ,3j );v(B) =25 *

S = {16,10J

S' =( 1 6,g,10] ;C' ={1 6, ZS,3Si ;

À =(47 ,38,28);v(¡) = 60 .22 *

S"=( j5, 1 0,9) ;C"= (16,26, 35) ;

.,: l
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B =(47,37,28);V(g) = 60.22

S =(16,9,10)

S' =( 1 6,8,9, 10) ;C' =( 1 6,24,33,43) ;

À =(47,39,30,20) ;v(a) =101.5

S"= ( 1 6,9,8,1 0 ) ;Ç"= (16,25,33 r 43 ) ;

B =(47,38,30,20);v(B) = gg.1g *

g = (16,9,8,10)

S' =( 1 6,9,7,8, 1 0) ;C' = (16,25,32,40, 50) ;

A =(47,38,31,23,13);v(À) = 138.24

S"=( 1 6,9,8,7,10) ;C'= (16,25,33,40, 10) ;

B =(47,38,30 ,23,13);v(B) = 13g.16 *

S =(16,9,8 ,7,10)

S' = ( 1 6, 9, 8,6,7,1 0 ) ;C' = ( 1 6, 25,33,39, 46, 56) ;

A =(47,38,30,24,17,7);v(À) = 173.139 *

S"=(16r9,8,7,6,10) ;C"= (16,25r33,40,46,56) ;

B =(47,38,30,23,17,7)¡v(B) = 174.33

s - (16,9,9,6,7,10)

S'=( 16,9,8 ,4,6,7 ,10');C'= ( 16,25,33,37,43, S0,60 ) ;

À =(47,38,30,26,20,13,3) ;v(¡) =190 .20 ¡,

S " = ( 1 6 , 9 , I ,6 ,4 ,7 , 1 0 ) ; C " = ( 16 .25, 3 3 , 3 9 , 4 3 , S0 , 60 ) ;

B =(47,38,30,24,20,13,3);v(g) ='1gO.2g

S = (16,9,8,4,6,7,10)

S' = ( 1 6, 9,8,2, 4, 6,7, 1 0 ) ;C' =( 1 6,25, 33, 35, 39, 45,52, GZ')

À =(47,38,30,28,24,11,1) ;v(¡)=19g.484

S"= ( 1 5, 9, 8, 4,2, 6,7, 10 ) ; Q"= (1 6,25, 33, 37, 39, 45,52, G2') I

B =(47,38,30 ,26,24,11,1);v(B) =197.23 *

9 : (15,9,8,4 2,6J,101
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ST PROCEDIIRE ! This procedure rninimizes the absolute deviations from

the due date in order to find an optirnal sequence. It is based on the

theoretical developments and algorithm from Chapter 3. The procedure

is as follows :

Procedure ST
Let U be the SPT sequence of n jobs and r be the location of optimal
due date which is calculated using the Equations (3.10) and ß.12) of
the Chapter 3. Then,

arrange 1 to ¡th jobs of set U in LPT form ;
n := 0;
call it úi- and compute z(q ) ì
z@*) := 2(6 ) î
while z(o; ) Z z(Q'l ðo
begin

n :- n + 1 i
perform 'exchange process' such that:

(i) feasibility is maintained;
(ii) p.. < p.- ( f or all J;(6)) i

compute. z (ç il 
. /

ir. z(ø-^' ) : z@e) rhen
z(al) z=z(o;) ;

end; (* while loop *)
end ST

EXÀtlPtE This procedure is iLlustratd

as follows:

Jobs : J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6

pj's z 12 9 13 1 4 2

by a numerical problern of 10 jobs

U :(l
r= 5

INITIÀËIZATION

4o :(6 4

cìØa): (s 1o

d,j' :(lo 6
0

ITERÀTION 1

J9 J'10

166

16)

16)

64)

48)

3469
(i.e.9/2.r<(9/2

J7 J8

10 3

10 13

+ 1))

9 10 13

25 35 48

9 19 32

3

13

?

2

15

'l

1

16

0



=> z(Ç) : =

ITERÀTION TE

exchange j t @î)

6

25

6

149
22 26 35

0 4 13

5 (z(Q) = 116)

57

exchange q @;')

ai :(9 4

c¡@)z(9 13

ð¡¡(oj,(0 6

0(6) =

=> 2(6) =

ITERÀTroN f¿

exchange J, (6;)

exchange Jr6¡)

G :(10

Qc6í)| (10

dt¡(ñ: (2

6

16

6

o(G.)

z(ç)

with J, (6')

321
16 18 19

310

10 13

35 48

16 29

3 6 10

32 38 48

3 9 19

16)

64)

4s)

116) S z(q) =128)

116

with l,à(Ç);

with Jf4);

3

19

3

2

21

1

107 )

107

13 16)

48 64)

26 42)

=>

rTERÀTr0N f3

exchange \ (f)

exchange lr(A)
exchange JJ (Ç)

with J6 (æ )

with J, (dl)

with J¡ ( ø7)

q :(13

C; Cr) t (l

aq6) {ts

94
22 26

73

2

28

1

e3) t
93

15)

64)

35)

1

29

0

(z(q ) = (z(Ç) =' 105)

with J, (5)



J.
i4

07 : (16 13 10 e)

s8

q:(16
C; Caa| (16

d;¡(Qz Qo

Jr(6) with

Jr(6) with

J, (q ) with

t*(n)
17 (q)

tr(q)

with J2 (4)

with Jr({)
with ,:, (4)

with Ja ({)

10 6 3 1 2 4 9

26 32 35 36 38 42 51

10 4 1 0 2 6 15

13)

64)

28)

(z(4 ) = 86)

=> z(ç) := 86

(z(q) = 93)

ITERÀTION Ë
exchange Jr@y )

l7 (a,)

rq (q)

tr(q)

63:(16
C;C*)z (6

a,¡tt). tza

'13 9 4 2 1 3 6

29 38 42 44 45 48 54

15 6 2 0 1 4 10

10)

64)

20)

=>

Q(G)=86) j

z(Ç) := 86

(z(q) = 86)

rrERÀTroN fq
exchange J, (f) with ,1, (ç)

.: 
O 

( G) wi ttr J y(6à

t¡($Ò wíth \ 6¿
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c;¡6)z fi6

d.t.1t¡)z ß2

29 39 4s

19 9 3

48 49 s1 55 64)

0 '1 3 7 16)

ft(q\ = 90) >(z(ç) =86)

=> OPTIMÀLITY IS ÀCHIEVED

z(q) = 86 and d( qÐ = 44

COI,IPÀRISON In this section, TÀDC, SMV,

seven seguencing problems considered by

Table 4.1 ) .

TSDD and ST are compared using

Eilon and Chowdhary[19j7] (see

TÀBLE 4.1

Problem Set frorn Eilon and Chowdhary[1977)

**** ***** *** **rr *** ** * *************** *** ***

S.NO JOB NO. PROCESSING TIMES

P1 (Jt,12,J3,J4,J5,J6) (21, 1g, 12, g, 6, 2)

p2 (¿1,¡2,J3,J4 ,JS,J6,J7) (92, 55, Zj, g, 6, 3, 2)

P3 (11 ,12 ,J3 ,J4, J5, J6, ( '1 6, 1 0, g , g, 7 , 6,

J7,Jgl 4, 2)

P4 (¡1 ,J2,J3,J4,J5,J6, (16, 13, 12, 10, g, g,

J7,Jg) 2, 1)

P5 (¡1,t2,J3,J4,J5, (1g, 19, 16, 13, 10,

J6tJ7rJg,Jg,J10) g, g, 5, 2,1)
P6 (¿1 ,12,J3,J4,J5, (92, 92, 65, 34, 23 ,

J6,J7,Jg,Jg,J10) 21 , g, 6, 3, 2)

P7 (11 ,12,J3,J4, J5, ( 1 00, 41 , 25 , 21 , 13 ,

J6,J'1,Jg,Jg,J10) 10, g, g, 7, 5)



o
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(21,12,6,2,9,19 )

(92,21,6,2,3,9,65)

(16,9,7,4,2,6,9,10)

(16,12,9,2,
1,9,10,13)

(19,1 6,10,9,2,
1 ,5,9,13,1 g)

(92,65,23,9,3
2,6,21,34,92l,

(100,25,13,9,7,
5,9,10,2f ,41)

TADC

P3

TABLE 4.2
COMPARISON AMONG DIFFEF.ENT PROCEDURES

P5

(zt ,12,9,2,6,19) ,(21 ,12,9,2,6,19

(92,21,9,6,3,2,65)

(16,9,9,4,2,6,7,10)

(16,13,9,9,
12,10,12l-

(19,1 6,13,9,2.
1,5,9,10,19 )

(92,65,34,9,6,
3,2,21,23,921

(100,25,21 ,9,9,
5,7,10¡.13,41)

P6

TSDD

192,21,9,6,3,2,65)

(16,9;8,4,2,6,7,10)

(16,13,9,9,
1.2,10,12l

(19,1 6,13,9,2,
1,5,9,10,19)

(92,65,34,9,6,
3,2,21.23,92)

(100,25,21 ,9,9,
5,7,10,13,41)

ST
(21 ,12,6,2,9,19)

(82,21,6,2,3,9,65)

(16,9,7,4,2,6,9,10)

(16,12,9,2,
1,9,10,13)

(19,16,10,9,2,
1,5,9,13,19)

(92,65,34,9,6,
2,6,21.U,921

(100,25,f3,9,?,
5,9,10,21 ,41)
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This cornparison is shown in TabLe 4.2. It can be seen frorn the Table 4.2

that the sequences obtained using TSDD and the St'fv are identical. Ka-

net[1981] proved that the SMV performed better than the variance mini-
mization heuristics suggested by Eilon and chowdhary[1g77). Therefore one

can conclude that the TSDD is also an inprovement on E & C's heuristics.
Further, Table 4.2 shows that the TÀDC heuristic and the ST algorithn
provide identical sequences when the earLiness and tardiness carry equa1

weights.

4,2 PÀNI{ÀLKER ET AL, [1991] 'S S'tltDy

Panwalker et al. [1981] considered the problem of minimizíng a penalty

function based on an optimal due date and optinal seguence. They con-

sidered a linear penalty function which includes cost incurred due to
a) meeting a due date,b) earliness, and c) tardiness of jobs. They

proved the following two lemmas:-

(i)for any specified sequence cr,there exists an optimaL value of d

which coincides with the completion times of one of the jobs in that

seguence

(ii)for any specified

equal Lo C¡*1, where k

equal to the following

n(p3 - P1)/(p2 + p3¡

Panwalker et al. [1 981 ] also provided

<_= LP; 'r'
t'=¡

seguence ,there exists an optimaL due date

is the smallest integral value greater then or

function:

*

the following results:

ì
t N, where d denotes the optimalResult ! :

due date.

Result 2 :

' ct'J

*
If P1
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Result 3 r ,n" Zì,,1 ,rr, is ninimized by marching rhe smaltesr val-
ue of with the largest value of p,the next i.arger value /wittr the

next smaller value of. þ, and so on . Based on above lemmas and re-
sults, they developed an algorithn to find an optimal sequence and op-

timal due date. The algorithm is as follows :

ÀIGORITITT,I

PHÀSE 1.
Step'l .1 ser k' = n(p¡ - p1)/(p2 + pl).
Step 1.2 check if k' > 0.

If YES : go to step 1.3
IfN0:setd=0.

SPT sequence is Optimal.
STOP.

Step 1.3 Check if k' is an integer.
If yES : set k = k'.

proceed to PHÀSE 2.
If NO : set k equal to the snalLest integer

value greater than k'.
PHÀSE 2

Step 2. '1

{¡

Step 2.2

label

Step 2.3 Obtain the optimal seguence such that job i is
scheduled in position j corresponding [o 4ranked in position i.

Step 2.4 Set d* = t pr * p, * * p,. Ì. STOp
EX.àMPEE ¡

Given seven jobs with p, = 3, pr_ - 4, pg = 6, p,, - 9, p.¡_ =14, p( = 1g,

P-, = 20. The penalties are P1 = 5, p2 = 11 , and p3 = '1g.

positionj(l<j<n)as
lP1 *(j-1)P2, 1.j<k(n+1-j)p¡, k+tljcn

rank the positional labeLs 5 in descendinq
order of magnitude such that lhe 1argest 4'i,
ranked '1 and the snaLtest {¡ is ran[ed n. Break
ties arbitrariJ.y.

From Phase 1 of the a).gorithm, we get k'= 3.13 and thus k = 4.

The seven positional labels and their ranks are as follows:-

Position j

4
Rank i

1234557
35 46 57 68 54 36 18

64213s7
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Optimal sequence : 6, 4, 2, 1, 3, 5, 'Ì.

p6 * P, * p, * p, = 34.

Total penalty = 1644.

ST Proceclure ltith penaltv Function ¡ The ST

the previous section can be applied while a more

tion is provided as an objective function to be

modifications required are as follorvs :

*
d:

procedure described in

general penalty func-

minimized. The only

1. conputation of the Location of optimal Due-Date : The location
of the optimal due date is determined by using equation (3.13)

of chapter 3. we compute the location r of the optimaì. due date

as follows:

nP3 - P1 nP3 - P1

1r <
P3+p2 p3+p2

where r is an integer value.

2, conputation of Total penaltv : The objective function value

i.e. zb-) is computed in a way similar to the algorithm of

Panwalker et al[1981]. The equation of the objective function

is as follows :

+1

N = P1k + elf a,., +

where i = 1 ,r,'l',..., n.

NUíERICAL EX.ÀtfptE : }te will solve

the procedure À problem of 7 jobs is

considered in panwalker et aL. t1981l

Jobs : J1 JZ J3 J4 J5 J6

pj't:3 4 6 9 14 1g

a numerical example to illustrate

considered which has already been

. The solu'rion is as follows:-
Jl ¡

20

ez f ai-
t)'
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where P1 = 5 , p2 =11, and p3 = 'lB are the costs associated with the

due date, earliness and tardiness of the jobs respectivery.

u :( 3 4 5 9 14 18 20 )

The following equation : (see chapter 3, (3.10) and (3.12)

l(7)(18) - 11)/(18 + 11) < r < t(7)(18) - 11)/(18 +11)

gives us the location of optimal due date, r = 5.

INITIÀII ZÀTION

6" : (14 9 6 4 3 18

c; Ca)z ( 1¿ 23 29 33 36 s4

a¡Ca)zQz 13 7 3 0 tB

zØò) = .1683 and z(q) := 1683

20')

74)

38)

ITERÀTION

exchange Jr (ú) wirh J5 (@)

f1

3

40

0

6

33

7

6:
c; Cø) z

ð,.(a)z

(18

(18

Q2

9

27

13

4

37

3

(6) with J? (óî )

with J, (øî )

14 20)

54 74)

14 30)

ft(ø¡ ) = 1487)

-' ,(ç) := 1487

S (zGi) = 1683)

iTERÀTION f¿

exchange Z J,

JL(q)

d- : (20 14

\'Co',): ( 20 34

dr-, (¿--)r Ql 1 3
!'

6 4 3 9 18)

40 44 47 56 74)

7 3 0 9 27)
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(z(q)

=> z(ç)

rTERÀTroN ta

exchange :

;(
6j zQ0

c; (4)t Q0

*¡ cø): (34

Qbt) =

=> z(ç) :=

rTERÀTroN ft
exchange :

0i z (20 18

c;Fùz Qo 38

d'/ (4), (¿l 23

= 1433 < z(ql = 1487)

:= 1433

+@-)
) wIrH

18 9

38 47

16 ?

with rfa )

J( )

s zv*))

5 14)

60 74)

6 20)

43
5'1 54

30

1 398

1 398

ar(q) with J? (dJ )

I (q) witn q (q I

14 6 3 4 9)

52 58 61 65 74)

9 3 0 4 13)

(z(q)=1447 r2(q) =1398

=> OPTIMÀtiTy IS ÀCHIEVED

z(ç) = 1398 and d(ç) = 54



COMPARISON : Here the algorithm of panwalker et alltggl] is
with the procedure developed on the basis of theory discussed

ter 3. The comparison is performed on the same set of seven

tabulated in Table 4.1 from Eilon and Chowdhary[19j7),

66

compared

in Chap-

problerns

Table 4.3

Conparative

PÀNWÀIKER ET Àt.'s STUDy ST

Studies

PROCEDURE's RESULTS

LÊ EfT'Z-qE'T'

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

P7

1287

31 82

1 483

1 860

3215

9488

588 5

36

79

25

31

40

105

60

27

21

16

29

45

67

75

45 1 085

142 2499

71 1412

77 1841

140 2824

457 59'l 3

320 4494

58

161

42

32

86

200

200

13

110

65

72

23

189

213

51

33

35

35

150

213

189)

Fronr section 4.2, it can be seen that the the sr procedure provides a

different approach for the determination of the paraneter r, the loca-
tion of the optimal due date. conseguently our atgorithm provides an

optimal sequence for which the total penaJ.ty is lower than the se-

quence obtained using panwalker et aL.'s algorithm. However, the opti-
mal due date obtained using the sr procedure is higher than those

achieved by Panwalker et aL. see Tabre 4.3. The only,argument is that
the objective function consists of three nrajor components and the ob-
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jective is to minimize the total penalty function and not the due

date, it appears that our algorithm provides better results than pan-

walker et a1.'s algorithrn.

4.3 sulDARÀRÀcHÀVÀt{ ÀND AHUED[1994] 's sntDy

so far in this chapter we have considered the situations in which we

are required to determine an optimal sequence and optimal due date.
GeneraLly due dates are given parameters and are not the decision-
variables. These dates are normally specified through a process which

is beyond the conLror of the scheduler. For example, due dates nray be

specified by the marketing departnent or derived from assernbly sched-

ules the production department. sundararaghavan and Àhmed[.19g4] pro-
vided an algorithm which determines a sequence when a conmon due date

is given. This algorithm is as foLlows :

Àlqorithn

The various steps are as follows:
n

Step 1 : 
"S fp,,, i = n, R=MS - d, L = d, À =land S = l.b-t

Steo !l 1''¿

If R > L then A <-- À U i.
If R < L then B <-- B U i.
If i =1 , go to step 4.

Step X :

R<_-R

L<-_L

i<--i

if i

r.t I

eA.
eB.

q,.

P;

1.
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No.

I

l
l
J

.i

No. of
jobs

ó

ó
ó
ó

9

Processirrg tinres

(t,10,il,48,50,51)
( 22,25.3ó,ó5,73 ,84 )
( I,37,5 7,75 ,8 I ,99)
(7,10,1t ,69.17,92)
(3,ó,7,8. I 4..'l(),J.5.
4ti,?2 )
(r,2,4,5,8,1.1,-lt,
51.55 ,ó5 ,68,óe,
90,91)
(4, r3, t4,2 t ,13,37.
38 ,48, ó3,78, E0,
E5,93,94)
(8, 2 t,21,29,.'t.s.ló,
44 .5 I ,52,ó1,ó9,
8t,84,85)
(t ,2.4,5,8,23,1l,
53,55.ó5,óE,óe,
90,92)
(4,13,14,21,-11..17,
3 8,48,ó3 ,78,80.
85,93,94)
(4,13,t4,2 t ,1.ì,-ì7.
38,48,ó3,78.8().
85,93,94)

COMPARTSON BETI^IEEN SI]NDARARAGHAVAN AND AHMED (1984)

AND sr ALGORTTHM (fnuze 4' q)

l{

l{

Duc datc

90
150

t80
t40
r30

)co

3ó0

320

340

?.s()

4t5

Optimal sequence

(5,4, r,2,3,ó)
(ó,3,2. | ,4,5)
(ó,4, t,2,3,5)
(5,4, r,2,3,ó)
(9,7,3,2, | ,4.5,ó,8)

( r3, il, t0,8,5.4, t,
?,3,6,'t ,9,t2,t4)

(14,12.t0,8,ó,3,t,
2,4,5,7,9, t I, t3)

( r3,I t,9,7,5,4, t.
2,3,ó,8, ¡0,12, t4)

{ r4, t3, il ,9,ó,5,3,
t,2,4,7,8, t0, t2)

( r2,9,7,ó,3,2,1.4,
5,8,t0,t t,t3,¡4)

( r4,13,I 1,9,7,5.4,
| ,2,3,ó,8. t0, t2)

l{

Objecrive
functíon value

t89
355
387
265
214

Heuristic scquence objecrive ü AM
(Algorithm 3) function valuc Due dare Oprimal sequencc

(ó,4, r,2,3,5) l?! e0 (5,4, t,2,3,ó)(s,4,r,2,3,ó) $ t50 io,¡,u,l,o,st(ó,3,2, r,4,s) 2?.! i8õ ìà,a, r,z,¡,sr(ó'3'2' l'4'5) 297- i;o iì,0, r,:,¡,or(e,7,4.2.1,3.5,ó.8) zjs i:õ iö,2,¡,2, | ,4,s,ó,rì)
tw2

ró03

t742

I 073

I 820

I 594

(14,12,10,E,5,2.1. t094 2gO (tJ,il,t0,8,5,1,t,
3,4.6,7,9,I I, t3) 23,6,.t ,g,t2,t4)
04,t2,t0,7,ó.4,t. tóoó 3ó0 u4,tz.t0,8,ó,3,t.2,3.5,8,9.il,t3) 

2,4,s,7,g,n.t1)
(13,11,9,7,5,3,1. ti46 320 (t3,il,9,7,5,4,t.2,4,6.8,1Q,12,14) 

2,3,ó,8, t0, t2, t4)
(14,t3,t l,E,ó,5,3. t0?4 340 (14,t3.1 t,9,ó.5,3,2.t,4,7,9,t0,t2) 

1,2,4,7,8,t0,t2)
(11,9,8,5,3,2,1,4. t82¡ 250 (2.g.7,6,3.2,t,4,ó,7,t0,t?,t3,t4) 

5.8,10,il,13,t4)
(14.t3,il.9,?.5,3, t59ó 42s
2, ¡.4,6,8, t0,12) 0 4, t3, il ,9,?,5,4,

|,2,3,ó,8, r0, t2)
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Step I I Obtain a schedule by concatenating elements of B and A where

elements of B are arranged in first-cone first-serve order and the

starting time is zero.

NIrl'{ERICÀt EXÀl'{PtE : }le will present a numerical example to iLlustrate
the aLgorithm. This is a probJ.em of 14 jobs with varying processing-

times and a due date of. 290 . This problem has already been solved by

our algorithm for (P2) in chapter 3. Sundararaghavan and Àhmed[1984]'s

algorithm is applied as follows :

Jobs : J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 JB J9 J10 Jn Ít>

pi's : 1 2 4 5 I 23 31 53 55 65 58 59

J13 J14

90 92. and d = 290.

Step 1 : MS = 566 ; i = 14, R = 556 - 290 = 276,

L=290;A=/ andn=1.

step 2 : À = I,l1 , 12, J4, J5, J6, Jg, Jg, J11, J13]

¡ = {J14, J'l2, J1o, J7, J3 }

STEP 3 : The values taken on are

R = 276; 186; 118; 63; 32¡ 9; 4¡ 0

L = 290; 198; 129¡ 64¡ 11l¡ 3; Z; 1

i = 14; 13; 12¡ 11; 10; 9 ¡ B;7¡ 6¡ 5; 4¡ 3; 2¡ 1¡ 0

Step 4 : Schedule j = ( B,À )
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(,11a, J13, J12, J1.1, J10, J9, Jg, J7, J6, J5, J4, J3, J2,J1) is the

schedule found which gives objective function value

Z = 1094 whereas

optimal Z = 1092.

Thus it is not possible to obtain the optimal. schedule exactly where-

as the optimar solution has been achieved by the using goal program-

ming approach suggested in chapter 3. In fact, our algorithm is also

capable of recoganizing the muLtiple optimal schedules, if any. Table

4.4 compares the resuLts obtained by using our algorithm and those ob-

tained by Sundararaghavan and Àhmed[1984] and shows that, in all prob-

lenrs for which their algorithm could not determine an optimal se-

quence, our algorithm does indeed provide the optimal sequence al.ong

with alternatives, if any.

4 .4 SCHEDI'tING

In this section, the determination of an optimal schedule when due

date is greater than or equaJ. to makespan is discussed. KanetIlggt]

suggested the development of an optimal schedule using a Gantt chart.

This method is extremeJ.y simple and easy to understand for a small

number of jobs. However, as the number of jobs increases, the method

becomes cunbersome. Therefore, we propose the use of goal programming

in determining an optimal schedule. First of all-, Kanet's approach is

presented and then, the goal programning approach is discussed.

KaneÈrg Àooroach s In order to develop an optimal schsduLe, Ka-

net[1981] proposed the following procedure which will be i.llustrated

by the Gantt chart for an example.

Procedure Schedl
B<- A<- 0;
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while (u / o) ao
begin
renoveajobKfromUsuch
insert job K into the 1astif { u f 0 } ao

NIilERICÀt EXÀl.lPtE ¡ We will
with the help of a Gantt chart

solve the following problem

to illustrate the procedure.

J5

of 5 jobs

12 5 4 10 )d=31
the folrowing Gantt chart folrowing the procedure de-

order to find the optimal schedule as follows:

lf3i,lr,,,=tirä 
{P.",};

remove a job K fron U such that p- = max f n Ì:insert job K inro the firsr posiilon ii ¡' Tr-i
end;

end;
s <- {9,¡};

end Sched.

Jobs;

p/'s :

We wilL

scribed

7

develop

above in

J4J3J2J'l
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Goal Proqranninq Approach ¡

Kanet's approach is essentially the the TÀDC heuristic which has been

used to draw the Gantt chart. In the previous section, (4.1), we see

that the ST al-gorithm and the TÀDC heuristic result in identical se-
quences' So it is suggested that the optirnal seguence is determined

using the sT procedure or the TÀDC heuristic and then it could be em-

ployed with the folrowing goal programming nodel to find the optimal
schedule. Goal programming model can be expressed as below:

9.P. ldoclel t ,<-
MIN 

3j;] = 4 {',1' + DrL} ¡ri = 1,2,...,n.
K-T+Drr -Dt, =CrK-T+D¿r -Drr=C,

:

K-T+q, -D¡,=Cx
¡ 2MS
K¡T,Q7 ,Dr'r- > 0

foraj.l i=1?? n

Procedure ¡

Step 1 : Find the optimal seguence using the TADC heuristic or the ST

procedure.

st.ep 2 : Forrnulate the goal programming model as discussed earLier and

from that find the val.ue of decision variable T which represents the
starting time of the schedule. once the value of T is detern¡ined by

solving the model., the optimal schedule is easily obtained by process_

ing the jobs starting at time T in the order of optimal sequence.

To sum up, in this chapter various heuristics and

able in the literature were evaluated and compared

procedures avail-

with respect to



find optirnal due date, sequence

with the algorithm developed in

is more efficient and performs

and schedule. Then these

Chapter 3, showing that

better.
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were compared

our algorithm



Chapter V

FURTER EXTENSIONS

In the present thesis we have considered a deterministic single-ma-

chine job-shop sequencing and scheduring probJ.ems. Àlthough there are

a number of real life systems which can be modeled as single-machine

systems but majority of job-shop operations have several. machines. It
is, therefore, would be of interest to make the study rnore real.istic
by attenpting to generalized rinear programming theory developed in

Chapter 3 for the case of multiple machines case.

Ànother interesting possibility would be to extend the algorithms

and heuristics developed in this thesis for the determination of opti-
mal sequence when each job is provided with its own due-date under

single and multiple machine job-shop situations.

The models presented in this thesis can further be developed to

take into consideration the stochastic nature of job-shop which may

include availability and reliabiJ.ity of machines.

The linear goal programming approach suggested in this work, cur-
rently minimizes the absolute completion times deviations. It should

be of interest to generalize this approach to include the criterion of

minimization of completion times variance.

The literatuie deaLing with sequencing and scheduling probrems un-

der different priority rules is sparse. It would be usefuL to deter-

-73-



mine the optimal seguence

the algorithms developed in

schedule under priority

this thesis.
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rules by extending
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